considering that the control subjects were patients with low back pain (LBP) or other musculoskeletal disorders undergoing physiotherapy training. It seems very likely that patients with spinal problems will present with impairments similar to patients with neck pain. Rather than merely stating at the end of the paper, as the single limitation of the study, that most of the control subjects might have suffered from LBP, the authors should have changed the title and the whole paper to a comparison between neck pain patients and LBP patients. As it stands now, the findings are not comparable with prior literature reviewed in the discussion.
Spine surgery was the only exclusion criterion reported. Lack of defined inclusion and exclusion criteria for the population may bias any findings. As for measurement tools, cervical mobility was measured using a 'Cervical Measurement System', for which no information about the manufacturer is provided. In the statistical analysis section, a t test was used to compare between groups. However, analysis of variance (ANOVA) would be the appropriate method to compare between two uneven groups.
In the results, the authors reported no significant difference between the neck pain and 'control' groups. Interestingly, the two groups have average values that are almost identical. Large groups may bring averages closer together, but such small differences between patients with neck pain and other patients are difficult to explain. Despite the time and effort that this scale of data collection demands, we should not compromise on methodological and ethical standards. As researchers and clinicians, we need to critically appraise our work and aim for high research standards to provide a valid evidence base. 
